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GEORGE ANGEL, of Aptos, California, has work in several literary magazines. ROBIN BEHN’s Paper Bird won an AWP Award and is out from Texas Tech University Press. She has new poems forthcoming in Agni Review and Missouri Review. Ms. Behn teaches in the MFA program at the University of Alabama. KENNETH BERNARD is the author of a collection of fiction, The Maldivian Chronicles, and has been the recipient of Guggenheim, Rockefeller, and NEA Grants. LINDA PARSONS BURGGRAF’s poetry has appeared in The Georgia Review, Negative Capability, and Apalachee Quarterly, among others. One of the Intro winners, she has also won awards in playwriting and is an editor at the University of Tennessee-Knoxville. MELANIE COCKRELL, whose Persephone poem appears in this issue as part of the Intro winners, is a graduate of Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota. KAREN CONDON, of New Salem, Massachusetts, is one of our Intro winners. She is a student at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, and is working on a collection of short stories and an MFA. CHRISTOPHER DAVIS, the AWP poetry winner for 1988 (The Tyrant of the Past and the Slave of the Future), is at work on another volume, to be called The Patriot. ALICE B. FOGEL lives on a sheep farm in New Hampshire and teaches writing at the University of New Hampshire. Her poems can be seen in many journals, including Ploughshares, Seneca Review, and Poetry Northwest. ED FOLSOM edits the Walt Whitman Quarterly Review, has published extensively on Whitman and other American poets, and is struck by the fact that he continues to make more money talking about Leaves of Grass than poor Walt ever did. CATHERINE FRENCH, of Davis, California, has recent work in Poetry Northwest, River City, and Mankato Poetry Review. ALBERT GOLDBARTH, a previous, present, and future contributor to The Iowa Review (watch for his essay, “Both Definitions of ‘Save,’” in our next issue), has two new books, one of poetry (Popular Culture, Ohio State...


ALLISON JOSEPH, another Intro winner and currently a student in the Graduate Writing Program at Indiana University, has poems appearing in *Ploughshares*, *Kenyon Review*, and *Poet and Critic*, among others. She also serves as Associate Editor of *Indiana Review*.


BROOKS LANDON teaches in the University of Iowa’s English Department and, to his regret, has never been on a skateboard.

KRISTINA McGrath’s poetry and fiction appear in numerous journals. She received a 1989–90 Pushcart Prize in fiction. Her story in this issue is an excerpt from a recently completed novel.

DIONISIO D. MARTÍNEZ was born in Cuba. His poems, essays, and other writings can be seen in *American Poetry Review*, *Caliban*, *Indiana Review*, *Black Warrior Review*, and many other journals, including several issues of *The Iowa Review*. Recent poems and essays have been nominated for the 1991 Pushcart Prize. Mr. Martínez works in the Poetry in the Schools program in Hillsborough County, Florida.

BHARATI MUKHERJEE, interviewed in this issue, has written a wide variety of award-winning novels, short stories, and essays. She now divides her time between the Bay Area, where she teaches at the University of California (Berkeley), and Iowa City.

RANDY PHILLIS, an Intro winner from Stillwater, Oklahoma, is a poetry editor of *Cimarron Review* and has work forthcoming in many journals, including *Zone 3*, *American Literary Review*, and *The South Carolina Review*. CAROL J. PIERMAN'S book, *The Age of Krypton*, was recently published by Carnegie Mellon University Press. She is Director of Graduate
Studies for the Women's Studies program at the University of Alabama. STANLEY PLUMLY, whose poems and essays have given us much pleasure throughout the years, teaches at the University of Maryland, and has a new volume of poetry, Boy on the Step, out this year from Ecco Press. YANNIS RITSOS, as our readers probably know, is a world-renowned Greek poet who spent many years in prison for political reasons. In addition to his more than one hundred volumes of poems, plays, theatrical works, essays, and translations, his recent work includes several volumes of fiction. His latest international award, the Joliot-Curie Medal, was presented to him in Athens by the World Peace Council in February 1990. DANA ROESER received an MFA from the University of Virginia in 1981 and is currently in her first year of doctoral study at the University of Utah. Her work has appeared in several journals, including Iris and Timbuktu, and she has a chapbook out from Palaemon Press. RAY RONCI is a PhD student at the University of Nebraska and the author of four chapbooks, most recently Under the Bo Tree. One of the Intro winners, he was also the 1990 winner of the John H. Vreeland award for poetry from the University of Nebraska. JUDITH ROSE will complete an MA in Creative Writing at the University of California–Davis in December 1990, although she has been writing for more than twenty years. Her poetry has appeared in a wide variety of magazines, from Carbuncle to The Virginia Quarterly Review, and she is one of our Intro winners. MICHAEL J. ROSEN's most recent book is The Company of Dogs, an anthology of stories about companionship that will benefit animal welfare agencies nationwide. Poems of his can be seen in Prairie Schooner, Grand Street, Western Humanities Review, and The Iowa Review's most recent issue. ARTHUR SMITH'S first book of poems, Elegy on Independence Day (Pittsburgh, 1985), won the Agnes Lynch Starrett Prize and was co-winner of The Poetry Society of America's Norma Farber First Book Award. He teaches at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. DEAN TACIUCH, of Lafayette, Louisiana, is a student in the PhD Creative Writing Program at the University of Southwestern Louisiana. Poems of his can be seen in journals as far-ranging as Southern Humanities Review, Confrontation, Poetry Motel, and Die Young. He too is an Intro winner.
IOANNA-VERONIKA WARWICK was born in Poland and came to America when she was seventeen. She has published in many magazines, including *California Quarterly, New Letters* (1989 *New Letters* Poetry Award), *Southern Poetry Review*, and others; her translations of Polish poetry can be seen as well in *American Poetry Review, kayak*, and *Poetry LA*, among others. A winner of last summer’s Writers at Work competition, Ms. Warwick is currently enrolled in the MFA Program at San Diego State University.

JILL WEAVER lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where she writes and teaches part-time at the University of Pittsburgh. She is a 1990 winner of the Intro prize, her fourth publication.

Refuge
Belle Waring
WINNER OF THE ASSOCIATED WRITING PROGRAMS' AWARD IN POETRY
SELECTED BY ALICE FULTON

"While many poets are putting retreads on worn rhetoric, Belle Waring, like some scat-singing post-modern jazz canary, is shaping a music equal to our national imagination. Refuge... is by turns insouciant and despairing as it portrays the givers and seekers of sanctuary."—Alice Fulton
October/88 pp./$16.95 cloth (3655-0), $8.95 paper (5441-9)

The Face in the Water
Nancy Vieira Couto
WINNER OF THE 1989 AGNES LYNCH STARRETT PRIZE
SELECTED BY MAXINE KUMIN

"Broad knowledge and passionate artistry combine in these poems to force a surface into such clarity that we can see in[to] the psyche's depths."—A. R. Ammons.
"'Fresh, . . . daring to come to grips with the unsaid.'"
—Maxine Kumin
December/64 pp./$16.95 cloth (3652-6),
$8.95 paper (5440-0)

Alternative Lives
Constance Urdang

"Urdang has mastered a witty and unstrained lyricism which hides a very bleak visionary undercurrent."
—Kenyon Review. "'Hellbent and original... [she] is quite incapable of writing a good, standard, mediocre poem.'”—Ploughshares.
November/72 pp./$16.95 cloth (3650-X),
$8.95 paper (5439-7)
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UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH PRESS
PITTSBURGH, PA 15260
SILENCING

On The Suppression of Writing, And Writers Who Because Of Gender, Race, Class Or Sexual Preference Prejudices Have Been Suppressed, Censored Or Otherwise Silenced, By Society, Family, The Government, Etc....
ingle mothers, insolent daughters, blood sisters, desperate friends...

"Braverman possesses a magical, incantatory voice."
—The New York Times

In a stunning story cycle, one of today's most acclaimed stylists conjures the lives of modern women poised between dark illumination and sudden grace.

"In a bravura performance, Braverman writes of women who drink, drug, and finally turn to A.A. — and she makes their stories grippingly fresh and insistent. Language itself, which tempts and mocks her characters, also becomes the one permitted intoxication... Images are gorgeous and deadly...penetrating observation of addiction and modern malaise...frightening and unforgettable."
—The Kirkus Reviews

A Ballantine Hardcover
IN THE ACT: Essays on the Poetry of Hayden Carruth

Edited by David Weiss

Essays by:
Wendell Berry
Philip Booth
David Budbill
W.S. Di Piero
Geoffrey Gardner
Sam Hamill
Geof Hewitt
Carolyn Kizer
Maxine Kumin
Stephen Kuusisto
William Matthews
David Rivard
Anthony Robbins
David Weiss

An Interview with
and
New Poems by
Hayden Carruth

Please send me __________ copy/copies of In The Act at $6.95 each.
Or enter my subscription for 2 years, beginning with In The Act, for $15. (Seneca Review is published twice yearly, spring and fall.)

Make check payable to Seneca Review, and mail orders to Deborah Tall, Editor, Seneca Review, Hobart & William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________
Cid Corman

of

New and selected poems

Cid Corman has made major contributions to the international literary community, through his poetry radio show in the late 40s and early 50s, through his translations of German and Japanese writers, and as publisher of Origin magazine and the Origin Press. Born in New England, Corman has lived in Japan for over 25 years. This new edition of poems and prose pieces is the most comprehensive collection of his work to date.

Near 50 years of highly selected writing, more than half uncollected before.

1500 pages in two volumes. Unique sewn paper binding with a soft cloth spine, the set housed in a sturdy cloth-covered slipcase. Cover drawings by Sam Francis.

Slipcased set, $37.50
ISBN 0-9932499-61-9
Individual orders, add $2.50 shipping.
California residents add appropriate tax.

The Lapis Press
589 N. Venice Blvd.
Venice, CA 90291
The

I-N-T-R-O

Journals Project

The best writing from the Associated Writing Programs can be found in these magazines. Look for special sections featuring 1990 Intro Award winners in the fall or winter issues.

THE BLACK WARRIOR REVIEW

INDIANA REVIEW       THE IOWA REVIEW

PUERTO DEL SOL

NEW ENGLAND REVIEW    QUARTERLY WEST

For information on subscribing to these magazines, please write to

AWP

The Associated Writing Programs
Old Dominion University • Norfolk, VA 23529-0079
NAMPALLY ROAD

"Like Meena Alexander's poetry, her first novel is a deeply moving blend of lyric beauty and uncompromising toughness. Nampally Road plunges into the tumult, turmoil, and corruption of post-colonial India, yet stands back from it at the same time; ... a

MEENA ALEXANDER
Mercury House
Words Given Wings

The Long Lost Journey
A novel by Jennifer Potter

"Maverick, memorable characters... evokes a time, a place, and a torturous romance"
—Publishers Weekly

"My journey has begun. I've stood on the sands of Arabia, smelt the heavy salt winds blowing in from the southwest..."

Mercury House
Words Given Wings
Colorado North Review

Interviews, Essay, & Review...

Photo essay, Comix, & Fine Arts

This issue's cost: $6.00.
Colorado North Review
UC 208 • University Centre
Greeley, CO 80639
(303) 351-1350
What do Barbara Bedway, Robert Cohen, C. S. Godshalk, Jayne Anne Phillips, and Mona Simpson have in common?

Each writer won a Pushcart Prize with a story first published in our magazine—
Three of those stories were lead stories in separate Pushcart volumes—
Two of those stories also appeared in Best American Short Stories—
And only one of those writers was known to us even slightly when we took her story.

The Iowa Review

Unsolicited manuscripts are the magic of our work.
Keep up with the magazine that makes discoveries of this quality available to you.
Recent contributors include:

Thomas Fox Averill
Jay Blumenthal
Michel Deguy
Diane Glancy
Ava Leavell Haymon
Anselm Hollo

Rod Kessler
Dinty Moore
Michael J. Rosen
Eve Shelnutt
Peter Wild
John Woods

and Thomas E. Kennedy, winner of a 1989 Pushcart Prize for "Murphy's Angel," in Vol. 6, no.1

☐ Single Copy -- $4.00
☐ One-year Subscription -- $7.00

Please return subscription form to:
New Delta Review
c/o Department of English, Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803-5001
IOWA WOMAN

A quarterly magazine for every woman who has a mind of her own and wants to keep it that way.

Fiction, Poetry, Interviews, Art, Essays
By Women Everywhere

Every three months isn't enough, but it helps.

Sample: $4
$15/year (4 issues)
You'll be pleasantly surprised.

Send SASE for 1990 writing contest guidelines.
For Women, Not For Profit, Since 1979
Publishing poetry, short fiction, personal essays and translations.
Direct all mail to Sycamore Review, Purdue University, English Department, 442 Heavilon Hall, West Lafayette, IN 47907

Copies are $5.00 each, and a yearly subscription of two copies is $9.00. Make checks payable to Purdue University.

Entering Our Third Season

SYCAMORE REVIEW
$6.95